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Intrusion Detection and Correlation: Challenges and SolutionsSpringer, 2004
Intrusion Detection and Correlation: Challenges and Solutions presents intrusion detection systems (IDSs) and addresses the problem of managing and correlating the alerts produced. This volume discusses the role of intrusion detection in the realm of network security with comparisons to traditional methods such as firewalls and...
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101 Smart Questions to Ask on Your InterviewCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	This book is for every job candidate who thinks "Do you have any questions for me?" marks the end of an interview. It doesn't. In fact, it marks the beginning of the last and perhaps most important interview phase - a phase so important that failing to prepare properly for it can undo all your hard work, including providing...
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Professional Web Design: The Best of Smashing Magazine (Smashing Magazine Book Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Create Fantastic Web Sites with Advice From Some of the Best in the Industry


	Professional Web Design presents guidelines for professional Web development, including communicating with clients, creating a road map to a successful portfolio, rules for professional networking, and tips on designing user interfaces for business...
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The Catherine Wheel: A Novel (FSG Classics)Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2017

	Jean Stafford’s third and final novel, The Catherine Wheel, is a mordant tour de force concerning the gradual disintegration of a woman under pressures both societal and self-imposed.


	Katharine Congreve, a Boston society figure, is summering at her country house in Hawthorne, Maine, in the late 1930s, looking after the...
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Management 3.0: Leading Agile Developers, Developing Agile LeadersAddison Wesley, 2011

	I hate management books. I do. People give them to me all the time saying:
	“You should read this one, it changed my life!” These books are all
	about 150 pages. They have 14 point type, double-spaced. They have lots
	of pictures. They have titles like: Open Locker Management, Management
	by not Managing, First Clean All The...
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Expert One-on-One J2EE Design and Development (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2002
The results of using J2EE in practice are often disappointing—applications are often slow, unduly complex, and take too long to develop. The author believes that the problem lies not in J2EE itself, but that it is often used badly. Many J2EE publications advocate approaches that, while fine in theory, often fail in reality, or deliver no...
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Support of the Acutely Failing Liver, 2nd Edition (Tissue Engineering Intelligence Unit)Landes Bioscience, 2000

	Severe liver dysfunction results in massive physiologic derangement and high mortality. A concerted multidisciplinary effort is needed to support patients with severe acute liver failure (SALF) and treat them appropriately. This requires mobilization of significant resources. There is a need to put in place clinical teams to provide...
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Modern Business Management: Creating a Built-to-Change OrganizationApress, 2017

	
		Transform your entire organization, not just a part of it. Take a modern look now that the world is focusing on business agility rather than thinking about team-level or even scaled Agile.

	
		Many people and businesses believe that “doing Agile” will solve all their business and organizational problems. The...
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Mastering Selenium WebDriverPackt Publishing, 2015

	Increase the performance, capability, and reliability of your automated checks by mastering Selenium WebDriver


	About This Book

	
		Create an extensible test framework in Java supporting parallel execution with TestNG
	
		Understand the power, simplicity, and limitations of the core Selenium...
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Professional Scrum Development with Microsoft Visual Studio 2012Microsoft Press, 2012

	
	
		By 2001, the software industry was in trouble—more projects were failing than
	
		succeeding.
	


	
		Customers began demanding contracts with penalties, and increasingly
	
		sending work offshore. Some software developers, though, had increasing success with
	
		a development process known as...
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201 Ways to Turn Any Employee Into a Star PlayerMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Transform problem employees into top performers

The constant complainer. The office gossip. The sloppy worker. Sooner or later, every manager has to confront problem employees like these--and it's imperative that the result is a win-win situation. Now there's a breakthrough guide that provides over 201...
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HIV & AIDS in Schools: The Political Economy of Pressure Groups & Miseducation (Occasional Paper, 121)Institute of Economic Affairs, 2001

	HIV and Aids teaching is compulsory in British schools but the content is not prescribed. Should teaching in such a difficult field, where there are disputes among experts, be left to secondary school teachers with no specialist knowledge? And is it right that the subject should be compulsory? These awkward issues are confronted in this...
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